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1. Introduction 

IThe study .,01' the propagation of very-]o,v-1'1'e
qu ency radio waves over dis tan ces lying between 
1000 and :3000 km will provide valua,bleinformation 
r egarding the propagation character is tics or such 
wavcs and the physical properties or the rcflecting 
walls or the carth-ionospher c waveguid e. This is 
because, ovcr the dis ttLnces discussed in this pa per , 
therc is presen t more than one waveguide mode or 
propagation whi cb will lead to wave in terl'erence 
pat tcrn. The location of this interfcr ence pattern 
will be sensitivc to vari tttions of geographic and iono
spheric conditions and time. Hence, a proper 
understanding of' VLF propagation over these 
distances should lettd to (i) better modcls of the lower 
ionosphcre and ils variation wi th tim e or clay, 
season and uncleI' disturbed conditions , and (ii) a 
better appreciat ion of propagation over 11111 Ch largcr 
distances. 

P erhaps the most strikin g features of VLF pro
pagation over these interm ediate distances are (a) 
tbe departme of the di umal ph ase variation from 
the standard trapezoidal form associated wi th much 
longer distances, and , (b) for some distances the 
r eceived signal strength is greater by day than night, 
with either marked minima or maxim a at times of 
dawn and dusk. 

This paper will deal mainly with the diurnal phas0 
variations of VLF signals received over these 
distances. 

2. Multimode Paths 

Th ere bas been very little published data on VLF 
phase rneasmem ents over propagation paths in the 
range 1000 to 3000 km [Decaux and Gabry, 1961; 
Westfall , 1961; and Silkwood, 1959] and this pu b
lisbed data is [ar hom comprehensive. The measure
ment of signal strength is far easier to make than 
tbat of phase and the res ults of sucb signal strength 
measurements are correspondingly more numerous 
[Hargreaves and Roberts, 1962; Volland, 1961]. 
Volhtnd [1961] has used his results to study the appli
cabili ty of bo th ray and mode theory to propagation 
over 1000 km path lengths. 

From mod e t heory [Wait, 1957] one would expec t 
the second and third modes to plfl.y greater roles 
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distance. 

in the propagation characteristics as the tnmsm ission 
path lengths decrease from 3000 to 1000 km and th at 
this influence would be differeD t by lligh t an d by day. 

A conveni en t way or illustratin g this is Lo compute 
the expected ebangc in phase from day Lo night con
diLions as a fun ction of dis tan ce (1000 to 3000 kl1l ) 
1'01' a reasonable model of tbe propaga tion waveguide 
(fig. 1.) At great dis tan ces (> 3000 km ) this vari a
tion will b e linear . However , as the distance is 
decreased b elow 3,000 km the curve depar ts front 
lineari ty in an increasin gly oscillatory manner. 

3 . Experimental Results 

Since the smnmer o[ 1960, the 16 kc/s transmission 
from Rugby, England, bas been monitored at Rome 
(Italy) and Malta, and from November 1962 at 
Idris (Tripoli , Libya) instead of at Malta. Figure 2 
shows representative monthly mean diurnal varia
tions of the phase of GBR as r ecorded at these 
stations during winter conditions. 

3 .1. Rome-GBR Path (1500 km) 

It is evident from figure 2a that the phase during 
the day does not exhibit a variation which could be 
explained by a single mode of propagation and a 
D-region which behaves as the tail of a Chapman 
layer. In fact, instead of the usual "concave
down" phase pattern, a "con cave-up" pattern is 
noticed symlTletrically around noon. This , to
gether with tbe complex phase variations for the 
hour or two after sunrise, indicates the presence 
of more than one mode or propagation during the 
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FIGURE 2. R epresentative plots oj diurnal phase variat1:ons oj 
GBR (16 kc/s) at (a) Rome, (b) NIalta, and (c) Idris N . AJrica. 

day. The nighttime phase shows a regular be
havior in t ha t the phase steadily advances from 
about 2200 hI' UT to its presunrise value. The 
diurnal variation of phase itself varies by a factor 
of two from winter to summer, being larger in 
winter. 

3.2. Malta-GBR Path (2200 km) 

The daytime variation of phase of the GBR
lvIalta transmission indicates a marked solar control 
as evident from figure 2b. On mode theory, assum
ing one mode present at Malta between dawn and 
dusk, th e reflecting layer is some 15 to 20 lun lower 
by day than night, the amount varying with time of 
year. Solar flare evidence will be presented in a 
further paper which strongly suggests only one 
mode of propagation present during the daytime. 

At dawn and dusk the signal strength of GBR 
throughout the year shows fairly deep minima, the 
nighttime level oJ signal being greater than the day
time level. This, together with the rapid variations 
occurring in the phase of signal at these times, 
indicates the reception of a second mode during the 
hours of darkness. The phase variation from night 
to day conditions is very small , although the phase 
variations at dawn and dusk can be appreciable. 
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3.3. Idris-GBR Path (2500 km) 

At Idris the daytime behavior of the phase of 
GBR is very similar to that recorded at Malta, a.s 
also are the variations at dawn and dusk. One 
radical difference, however, is the behavior of the 
phase under night conditions. At certain times of 
the year, while the nigh ttime phase of GBR at Malta 
is nilatively stable (random phase deviation of order 
few degrees), the phase recorded at Idris over say 
an hour or two will have varied within limits of say 
approximately ± 90 deg. With the attainment of 
daylight condi tions the phase stability of the signal 
is restored. In conjunction with these periods of 
phase instabili ties, the nighttime signal streng th is 
much smaller than the daytime level by some 5 to 
10 db. This indicates that even out to these dis
tances from a transmi tter (2500 Ian), the second 
mode, alone or possible together with higher m?des, 
is sufficiently strong to be of com parable magmtude 
to the first mode under night conditions. 

4. Some Concluding Remarks 

In this summary paper it is not possible to enter 
into a discussion of a theoretical interpretation of 
the above data, but, in essence, the mode theory 
as developed by "Vait can give a picture which agrees 
with the outlined experimental results. The be
havior of signal strength and phase over the paths 
discussed when inspected in detail, pH ts the mode 
theory to a stringent test and the simple model of an 
upper ionospheric boundary in the form of a step 
seems no longer to suffice. The explanation of the 
explanation of the experimental results should lead 
to a more realistic model of the D-region for use in 
VLF propagation work. 
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